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Tech experts have dubbed artificial
intelligence “the most disruptive force in
human history.” The question is
not whether AI will change how humans do
life, but how it will do so. Dennis
Behreandt is the publisher of The New
American magazine and the author of End
Game: COVID and the Dark State Quest for
Bio-digital Convergence in a Transhumanist
World. He and Sean Casper, TNA’s director
of marketing growth, join Paul Dragu to
discuss the benefits of AI, the dark side
of AI — including the surveillance and
tracking capabilities already being used by
the Power Elite — and the big “unknowns”:
Will AI become sentient? What will
superintelligent AI do with mere mortals?
And where do humans fit in a digital future? 

@ 2:20 | The AI revolution is an intellectual one, as opposed to the force-based Industrial Revolution of
the past.

@ 12:10 | What should we make of the warnings that AI will destroy humanity?

@ 18:10 | What AI means to the elites in regard to population dynamics in the U.S.

@ 23:25 | What is to be done with the “useless eaters” in the future?

@ 33:45 | AI superintelligence.

RELATED

Click here to order your copy of End Game: COVID and the Dark State Quest for Bio-digital
Convergence in a Transhumanist World.
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